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About This Game

WARNING
Don't get it wrong. It's not a simple and nice casual game for everyone.

You will be eaten, burned, crushed, digested, shocked, slapped, poisoned or just fall down.
Many times.

Escape Doodland is an arcade platformer with intense and demanding gameplay in a crazy 2.5D doodle world.

Run For Your Life!

Death and destruction came into Doodland. This happy and joyful land is going to change. Forever.
There are only two options: run as fast as you can or die.
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World

Doodland is a grotesque world created on a piece of paper. It is invaded by Omnomus, a cruel monster that loves the taste of
inhabitants of this land. Each part of the world is different, has a unique atmosphere. It is also full of demanding obstacles and

you will have to run, jump, swim and fly to overcome them.

Doodlers

Doodlers are peaceful and brave creatures living in Doodland, choose which one you will help to escape.
 There are no two same Doodlers. Each of them looks different and sounds different, but every one of them has one common

feature - digestive problems.

Boosters

Omnomus has no mercy. If he will reach you he will eat you without blinking an eye.
Fortunately, Doodlers can use their gastric problems against him.

Just find a match, light your fart and feel the boost.
And if this won't help, just release stinky gases in his face to stun him. This is your last resort.
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Pretty cool, its like the industry expansion, but for education. I really enjoyed it. But it doesn't have as much content as the
Industry one, therefore its 2 dollars cheaper. But I would recommend for a sale, maybe 10 dollars or below.

Otherwise its a must own for Cities Skyline fans!. Love the cool anime style music tracks.
Haven\u2019t played much of the game yet.
How do I get more gems?
Just completed Side Mission 26. Would like to unlock new \u201cMasters\u201d in this game.
Wonder what they do in the game.
Any updates planned?
. Oh dear, another moralilizing busybody story. And there was such a nicely crafted world and conflicts being set up before a
whole diatribe about racism had to be forced dead center.

This is a game that talks down to the player. If you don't like being talked down to, don't buy it.. For two dollars, (or if on sale
for lower) this is probably one of my most recommended platformers in the past 5 years, Up there with shovel knight and a few
others. The platforming is fun, the gameplay flows well, and the soundtrack is pretty good.. Unbelievably terrible console port.
Broken controls, multiplayer that only works when it is feeling like it, randomly changing screen resolution, and bugs
everywhere. Rebinding controls does not work, as the game will only use keyboard controls, and ignore any controller inputs
outside of the joysticks. Rebinding keyboard controls sorta work, if you ignore the broken button prompts. Whenever I can get
joining lobbies to work, everybody has the same name as you, and the game randomly kicks you to the main menu. This game
does not work with multiple monitors, blacking out anything other than the main screen. Luckily, I got this practically for free
on the Humble Bundle, so I don't even have to refund it.
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Bought this title for the wife since she wanted this, so far she seems to like it.. Green Hell is a beautifully made survival game. I
seem to only enjoy playing survival games and this game has really stood out in the genre due to its attention-to-detail. After you
play about 10-15 hours and really get the hang of it(know what items to always have in your bag) it slows down a bit,
understandably as you can only play in Survival Modes and Challenges. I cannot wait for to see what Story mode entails. Since I
feel I peaked in this game Ill only come back after major updates, though.. This ripoff of Wolfenstein 3D is intended to be
"Edgy", as it has a racist theme. Gameplay is very poor quality even compared to the original Wolf3D.

Controls can't be customised and there's no reliable way to look up and down, so if you bump the mouse you end up looking at
the ground and can't look back up again, so the game is mostly unplayable. Combine this with fixed resolution retro pixel
graphics, very lazy artwork and the "edgy" racism and this game quite possibly is one of the worst on Steam.. I cried playing this
game.. Best Pinball game...
if you consider a Pinball game bad, ugly, and unplayable.. Bought in a bundle, key revoked.. Played this on my phone a couple
years ago and this seems to be the best version.
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